# Certificate of Motor Insurance

**Certificate Number** 003X4445088/N04/LF

**Description of vehicles** Any vehicle and any agricultural tractor, self-propelled agricultural implement or any vehicle used for agricultural purposes within the terms of statutory exemption from payment of licence duty, which is your property or in your custody or control.

**Name of policyholder** SRUC, SAC Commercial Ltd T/as SAC Consulting, SRUC Commercial Ltd, SRUC Consulting Ltd and Equestrian Facilities Scotland Ltd

**Effective date of the commencement of insurance for the purposes of the relevant law** Noon 1st October 2020

**Date of expiry of insurance** Noon 1st October 2021

**Persons or classes of persons entitled to drive** Any person who is driving on the policyholder’s order or with their permission, provided they hold a licence to drive the vehicle or have held and are not disqualified for holding or obtaining such a licence.

**Limitations as to use** You are covered for social, domestic and pleasure purposes, commuting and voluntary use, use by any entitled driver for the policyholder’s business. While the vehicle is being used for these purposes the carriage of passengers is allowed. The vehicle may also be used for towing a trailer or any one disabled mechanically propelled vehicle. You are not covered for the carriage of passengers for hire or reward, racing, speed testing, competitions, rallies (other than road safety rallies and treasure hunts), trials or track days or while towing a greater number of trailers than is permitted by law.

---

**Advice to Third Parties** Nothing contained in this certificate affects your right as a Third Party to make a claim.

**Notes** For full details of the insurance cover reference should be made to the policy.

---

Steve Bower
Customer Services Director

A mislaid certificate causes problems, so please keep it safe. Seven days are allowed for production if stopped by the police.